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Why Digital Rights?



Why Digital Rights?

◻The Internet has introduced new spaces

◻Online environment has gone mainstream, 

unlike pre-millennium years

◻Various interest groups know impact of digital 

hence emergence of culture of control online

◻Democratic participation, etc, are helped by 

online space

◻Rights exist but where not respected, they 

have to be enforced

◻3 Issues: Data Privacy. Surveillance. Freedoms



Data Privacy



Data Privacy

◻Data privacy is a fundamental right that isn’t 

respected across many African countries

◻Only 24* African countries have data privacy 

laws. 8 have no data protection agencies

◻Legacy data abuse (government offices files, 

registers at receptions, passport pages, etc)

◻In response to security challenges, mass 

biometric data capture requires attention

◻Maltreating data with no consequences leads 

to data privacy violation impunity





Surveillance and Interception



Surveillance and Interception

◻Even before terrorism, the State loved the 

idea of control – and snooping

◻Surveillance must conform with the concepts of 

necessary and proportionate considerations

◻Digital Rights and Freedom Bill proposes 

notice, compensation, etc, conditions

◻Interception must be lawful, with clear judicial 

oversight guidelines to avoid abuse

◻Nigeria keeps investing in 

surveillance/monitoring tech without guidelines



Expression. Opinion. Association



Expression. Opinion. Association

◻Everyone has a right to freely express themselves, 

and after such expression

◻Bloggers and journalists have become targets of 

cybercrime-esque laws across Africa

◻The right to freely express (independent, 

shocking) opinion must be respected

◻Some governments are using shutdowns, threats 

and taxes to attack this fundamental right

◻Every citizen (including security agents, when they 

exit) must enjoy the rights provided for by law
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Status of Digital Rights in Africa

◻Acquired sophistication of violations – from 
shutdowns to network tampering, taxes, etc

◻Rise in citizen pushback against digital 
rights abuses, and legal victories 

◻Improved participation in policy processes 
(including drafting bills) and policymaking

◻Conversations across silos, and truly 
multistakeholder discussions

◻ParadigmHQ 2018 Report: 
https://ParadigmHQ.org





Status of Digital Rights in Africa (2)

◻ Metrics vary but Freedom House considers 

obstacles to access, limits on content, violations

◻ Free (0-30): South Africa, Kenya

◻ Partly Free (31-60): Angola, Gambia, Kenya, 

Nigeria, Malawi, Rwanda, Uganda, Zambia, 

Zimbabwe

◻ Not Free (61+): Egypt, Ethiopia, Sudan

◻ Interesting countries: Benin, Chad, Ethiopia, 

Gambia, Kenya, Nigeria, Tanzania, Togo, 

Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe



What Can I Do?

◻Protect yourself (secure passwords, 
encryption)

◻Report infringements (anonymously, if 
necessary)

◻Advocacy (best form of defence is attack)
¤Review laws for red flags

¤Prevent bad bills

¤Document and report incidents

¤Use litigation for precedence, nuisance value

¤Get familiar with relevant documents (AU 
convention, African Declaration, etc)

¤Propose positive rights bills



Win-Win Scenario for Digital Rights

◻Protecting rights lays foundation for the even 

playing field, prevents abuse/manipulation

◻Huge economic opportunities for countries that 

focus on innovation and not clampdowns

¤Savings from admin., technical, legal costs of 

tyranny

¤Promotion of culture of innovation over fear

◻Citizen/Security Agency cooperation is at all-

time high when rights are respected

◻Law Enforcement 2.0 is about data, analysis 

and trends, not force or clampdowns
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